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Abstract.   Two rational functions representing all residues

mod p are given.

In a recent paper, I have proposed the

Problem. To find two rational functions of x, say f(x), g(x) defined

mod/? an odd prime for all x except possibly x=0 (modp) such that for

every integer n, either f(x)=n or g(x)=n is solvable.

A trivial instance is when/(x)=x2, g(x)=kx2, where A: is a nonquadratic

residue mod p.

Another instance, with the usual meaning of l/x is

b2      be2 c*
(1)    f(x) = ax* + bx2 + ex,       g(x) = x ----- - ——-.

4a     Sax     64ax*

This was communicated to me by Schinzel after I had given him the

special case when b=0. We must impose the condition CjéO as the result

is false when c=0.

My proof [1] depended upon the consideration of a double ex-

ponential sum and applying Salie's result for the sum of the series

2£li e(A'x+Bjx)(xlp) where (x/p) is the Legendre symbol. Schinzel's

proof was an arithmetic one based on Skolem's result [2] on quartic con-

gruences.

I notice now a much simpler method which makes the result more

obvious.

In (1), it suffices to take a=\ as is obvious on dividing f(x) by a and

replacing x in g(x) by ax.

Write e(x) for eiji-nix\p). Now consider the sum

(2) S =2e(*4 + bx2 + ex)
1=0
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Then multiplying by e(—y2) and replacing y- by (y+x*)2 on the right-

hand side, we have

S2e(-y2) = "2 <x* + hx* + cx-(y + x2)2)

(3) ,_,
- 2 <x2(b - 2y) + cx~ />•

x,y=0

Since Zvxzl e(Ax2+Bx)=Jpii<v-1>l2)\A/p)e(-B2l4A) ifAjêO (mod />), we

have

if è—2y^0 (mod/?). If ¿> —2y=0 (mod/)), the sum for x in (3) is zero.

Hence replacing y by (4b—y)/8, we obtain

Since the cyclotomic equation x"^1-!-- • - + 1=0 is irreducible, an identity

2?=o dTe(r)=0 can hold only if it can be written as 2"lJ i/0e(r)=0, unless

all the dr are zero. Not all the terms in (4) can cancel, since there are p

terms on the left-hand side and only/?—1 on the right-hand side. Hence

every residue mod/) must occur in the left-hand side or the right-hand

side. Schinzel's result follows on writing l¿y for y.
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